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Darth Vader And Son
Black Canary’s life has spiraled out of control: her
personal life is going through the ringer and her band
is in crisis when an old flame resurfaces only to
flicker out and set her on an all-new mission against
an all-new opponent. The only thing she has to be
grateful for is the fact that she’s not alone, as
Huntress finds herself on a collision course with
Black Canary’s quarry at Detective Montoya’s
urging. Meanwhile, Harley Quinn has resurfaced
outside of Gotham City and out of the Suicide
Squad, with a new lease on life that is sure to make
everyone else’s life more complicated. And that’s
only the first five pages of this high-octane, graphic
novel-length one-shot that pushes the Birds of Prey
far beyond their limits and puts them up against the
most brutal crime syndicate to ever sweep into
Gotham City! Hardboiled superstar writer Brian
Azzarello and the bombshell art team of Emanuela
Lupacchino and Ray McCarthy take the Birds into
the no-holds-barred world of Black Label, and none
of them will ever be the same!Black Canary’s life
has spiraled out of control: her personal life is going
through the ringer and her band is in crisis when an
old flame resurfaces only to flicker out and set her on
an all-new mission against an all-new opponent. The
only thing she has to be grateful for is the fact that
she’s not alone, as Huntress finds herself on a
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collision course with Black Canary’s quarry at
Detective Montoya’s urging. Meanwhile, Harley
Quinn has resurfaced outside of Gotham City and
out of the Suicide Squad, with a new lease on life
that is sure to make everyone else’s life more
complicated. And that’s only the first five pages of
this high-octane, graphic novel-length one-shot that
pushes the Birds of Prey far beyond their limits and
puts them up against the most brutal crime syndicate
to ever sweep into Gotham City! Hardboiled
superstar writer Brian Azzarello and the bombshell
art team of Emanuela Lupacchino and Ray
McCarthy take the Birds into the no-holds-barred
world of Black Label, and none of them will ever be
the same!
Star Wars and sequential art share a long history:
Star Wars debuted on the comic-book page in 1977,
when Marvel Comics began publishing a six-part
adaptation of the first film, which morphed into a
monthly comic book. Now, more than three decades
later, new series by Dark Horse Comics continue to
expand the Star Wars galaxy. The second book in
the Star Wars Art series, Star Wars Art: Comics
brings together the very best artwork from the entire
history of Star Wars comics publishing, showcasing
original art from the top comics artists working in the
industry. Hand-selected and curated by George
Lucas, the art featured in this volume includes
interior pages and fully painted covers from artists
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such as Al Williamson, Howard Chaykin, Adam
Hughes, Bill Sienkiewicz, Dave Dorman, and many
more—as well as new work created exclusively for
this book by over 20 renowned artists, including
John Cassaday, Sam Kieth, Mike Mignola, Paul
Pope, Frank Quitely, Jim Steranko, and other comics
superstars. Star Wars Art: Comics is a tribute to
sequential storytelling, a worthy and justly celebrated
art form. Praise for Star Wars Art: Comics: “George
Lucas has left no medium unused, as this visually
arresting compendium proves.” —Entertainment
Weekly
Cartoonist Jeffrey Brown's drawings perfectly
capture the humor and quirkiness of cats in all their
strange and charming glory. Following the success
of Cat Getting Out of a Bag, this collection of color
and black-and-white comic strips loosely follows the
adventures of a pair of cats as they explore the world
around them, indoors and out. Adventures include
taking a nap, licking a shoe, attacking dust particles,
hiding in cabinets, pouncing on fallen leaves,
confronting the vacuum cleaner, patrolling the yard,
and purring up a stormall adorably rendered in
Brown's immediate and irresistible style. Sure to
delight anyone who lives with cats and appreciates
their sweet and batty behavior, this beautifully
packaged gift book is the cat's meow.
"... Besides being a superior parody, Bighead slyly
reveals the author's personal issues and in some
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ways, everyone's." -- Andrew Arnold, Time "Bighead
is great, great fun to read; it crackles with energy
and a love for the genre of the super hero. Brown
takes the silly conventions that weigh down the
"cape and tights"books and sets them free with a
wink and an elbow."-- Shawn Hoke, Comic World
News Jeffrey Brown is back -- and with a Bighead,
no less! From the creator of Clumsy and Be A Man
comes an irreverent and clever superhero parody,
featuring the most amazing hero of all time: Bighead.
Witness inept villains clash with an all-too-emotional
hero, in the epic graphic novel that will leap all
clich_s in a single bound. Bighead brings together
moral fable, social commentary and classic comic
book action, featuring a superhero who must save
an unthankful world while facing the demons of his
own failures.
In this funny and sweet new book in the bestselling
Darth Vader™ series, Eisner Award–winning author
Jeffrey Brown offers an intimate look at the
friendships between best pals in the Star Wars
universe, from Darth Vader and the Emperor to Leia
and her Ewok pals, Han and Chewie, C-3PO and
R2-D2, the bounty hunters, and other favorite
characters. Jealousy, birthday parties, lightsaber
battles, sharing, intergalactic rebellion and more all
come into play as Brown's charming illustrations and
humor irresistibly combine the adventures of our
friends in a galaxy far, far away with everyday events
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closer to home. © and TM Lucasfilm Ltd. Used
Under Authorization
Far away in space, there is a planet full of robots
able to change from robot form to vehicle form - the
Incredible Change-Bots! Leaving their war torn
planet, the Change-Bots arrive on Earth, where their
battle continues - but at what cost?! Part parody, part
nostalgic tribute, part moral fable, Jeffrey Brown reinvents the shape changing robot genre into an
occasionally stopping action comedy half-full of
romance, drama and epic battles!
The lowdown on the toughest, sexiest, and beardiest
man to ever stalk the earth Since its emergence from
the bowels of the internet, the Chuck Norris Fact has
roundhouse kicked its way into the world’s
consciousness with all the vim and verve of its
namesake. Singing the praises of his unequaled
toughness, his mighty kicking feet, his indestructible
beard, his frightening virility, and his ability to stop
time by thinking about pineapples, The Truth About
Chuck Norris is the one book brave enough to go
behind the beard and reveal the real Chuck. Ian
Spector, webmaster of the site which started the
meme and survivor of a real-life encounter with
Chuck himself, has selected the 400 most kick-ass
facts from his library of thousands, as well as
illustrations as awesome as the man himself. This
death-defying volume includes such awe-inspiring
observations as: • A cobra once bit Chuck Norris’s
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leg. After five days of excruciating pain, the cobra
died. • Chuck Norris can charge a cell phone by
rubbing it against his beard. • When an episode of
“Walker, Texas Ranger” aired in France, the French
surrendered to Chuck Norris just to be on the safe
side. • Chuck Norris was the first person to tame a
dinosaur. • Chuck Norris once visited The Virgin
Islands. Afterward, they were renamed The Islands.
• Every piece of furniture in Chuck Norris’s house is
a Total Gym. A must-have paean to the archetypical
American male and a bible of all things Chuck, The
Truth About Chuck Norris is easily the most
important book of all time. AN UNAUTHORIZED
PARODY
"Celebrate Star Wars Sithmas in style and good
cheer with this sweetly funny holiday gift book"-From the author of the New York Times bestselling Jedi
Academy books comes an imaginative picture book
about a kid whose creative outlook has everyone at
school seeing the world through new eyes. Perfect for
fans of The Adventures of Beekle and The Most
Magnificent Thing. Fred does not want to go to school
because it's boring. Especially since he thinks his
teacher is a robot. If only Fred could imagine a way for
his day to be more exciting... An inventively funny picture
book that celebrates the boundlessness of a child's
imagination and celebrates the teachers, families, and
friends who get wrapped up in their fantastic worlds.
What if Darth Vader took an active role in raising his
son? What if "Luke, I am your father" was just a stern
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admonishment from an annoyed dad? In this hilarious
and sweet comic reimagining, Darth Vader is a dad like
any other—except with all the baggage of being the Dark
Lord of the Sith. Celebrated artist Jeffrey Brown's
delightful illustrations give classic Star Wars® moments
a fresh twist, presenting the trials and joys of parenting
through the lens of a galaxy far, far away. Life lessons
include lightsaber batting practice, using the Force to
raid the cookie jar, Take Your Child to Work Day on the
Death Star ("Er, he looks just like you, Lord Vader!"), and
the special bond shared between any father and son.
Plus, this is the fixed-format version, which looks almost
identical to the print edition.
Ka-Zar is back from the dead -- with a whole new,
terrifying set of powers! The alien Cotati murdered him.
The Savage Land brought him back. Lord Plunder has
returned -- with a new and vastly different perspective!
Now united with Shanna the She-Devil in a mystical
merging of life energies, Ka-Zar has new abilities, new
needs...and new enemies. An ancient evil has surfaced
in the prehistoric refuge known as the Savage Land -one that is rapidly reshaping the forgotten world and its
inhabitants. Now, Ka-Zar and Shanna must fight together
to protect their home and family! But their son Matthew
has plans of his own... Don't miss this spectacular
adventure through the lost lands by Zac Thompson and
Germán García! COLLECTING: Ka-Zar Lord Of The
Savage Land (2021) 1-5
"Darth Maul wages war against Darth Sidious and his
generals Count Dooku and General Grievous with his
allies in the Shadow Collective"-Page 7/19
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"An unsparing portrait of male anxiety and twentysomething lassitude, all rendered in drawings that are
too crude to be anything but expressive." -- Jeff
Salamon, Austin American-Statesman "It seems Jeffrey
Brown has been anointed Our Next Great Cartoonist."-Mark David Nevins Autobiographical cartoonist Jeffrey
Brown provides an epilogue to his Girlfriend
"Trilogy,"detailing the day-by-day events of three week
run in with five girls. Watch and be mesmerized by an ex
coming back into the picture, a growing but poorly
chosen crush, musings on the way friends come and go
in life, and a realization that the end is never really the
end.
Darth Vader and SonChronicle Books
In this irresistibly funny follow-up to the breakout
bestseller Darth Vader and Son, Vader—Sith Lord and
leader of the Galactic Empire—now faces the trials, joys,
and mood swings of raising his daughter Leia as she
grows from a sweet little girl into a rebellious teenager.
Smart and funny illustrations by artist Jeffrey Brown give
classic Star Wars moments a twist by bringing these
iconic family relations together under one roof. From tea
parties to teaching Leia how to fly a TIE fighter,
regulating the time she spends talking with friends via
R2-D2's hologram, and making sure Leia doesn’t leave
the house wearing only the a skirted metal bikini,
Vader’s parenting skills are put hilariously to the test.
Plus, this is the fixed-format version, which looks almost
identical to the print edition.
After the acclaimed indie film Save the Date and the
bestselling all-ages humor book Darth Vader and Son,
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graphic novelist Jeffrey Brown (Clumsy, Unlikely) returns
to the autobiographical work that first made his
reputation. In A Matter of Life, Jeffrey Brown draws upon
memories of three generations of Brown men: himself,
his minister father, and his preschooler son Oscar.
Weaving through time, passing through the quiet
suburbs and colorful cities of the midwest, their stories
slowly assemble into a kaleidoscopic answer to the big
questions: matters of life and death, family and faith, and
the search for something beyond oneself.

Clumsy is Jeffrey Brown's debut work Clumsy is the
bittersweet story of a year long, long distance
relationship, told through snippets of everyday life,
drawn in a simple and elegantly awkward style that
heightens the emotional impact and leaves you
reminiscing about your own past love affairs. Oh,
and it also has a lot of sex.
Bounty Hunters on the attack--against the Empire!
Vader has a new mission to do for the Empire.
Unfortunately, it's completely at odds with his own
mission. What's a Dark Lord to do? Plus: Who is
Tagge's mysterious new agent? COLLECTING:
Darth Vader 7-12
Jeffrey Brown's bestselling reimagining of the Star
Wars universe, featuring Darth Vader™ as a devoted
father to young Luke and Leia, has charmed readers
of all ages and made the books galactic bestsellers
and classics in their own right. This deluxe gift set
reproduces the last two books in the series in a large
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format—perfect for sharing with young Jedi—that
showcases Brown's funny, colorful, and heartfelt
artwork. This slipcase edition also includes two
unique, frameable art prints created just for this set,
as well as custom artwork for the slipcase box.
From the author of the New York Times bestselling
Jedi Academy books comes a hilarious graphic
novel series about two young cave kids living 40,000
years ago. “Lucy & Andy are Stone Age rock stars! I
loved this book!” —Lincoln Peirce, author of the Big
Nate series Lucy and Andy are a sister and brother
who get into trouble much like any sister and brother.
Only difference? Lucy and Andy live in the Stone
Age! Discover their laugh-out-loud adventures as the
Paleo pair take on a wandering baby sibling, bossy
teens, cave paintings, and a mammoth hunt. But
what will happen when they encounter a group of
humans? Includes extra information about
Neanderthal life that's sure to appeal to future
paleontologists and science phobes alike! And don't
miss Lucy and Andy's next outing, Lucy & Andy
Neanderthal: The Stone Cold Age -- coming soon! A
New York City Public Library Best 50 Books for Kids
2016! A Chicago Public Library Best of the Best
2016! "Jeffrey Brown returns from a galaxy far, far
away to bring us a whole new slew of kid-friendly
characters! Just beware of mammoth dung!" —Keith
Knight, author of Jake the Fake and The Knight Life
Every kid will love to go back in time with LUCY &
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ANDY!" —Judd Winick, author of Hilo: The Boy Who
Saved the World
Describes the transformation of the man Anakin
Skywalker into Darth Vader, the cyborg lieutenant of
the emperor, revealing the technology that keeps
him alive. On board pages.
In this book, we have hand-picked the most
sophisticated, unanticipated, absorbing (if not at
times crackpot!), original and musing book reviews
of "Darth Vader and Son." Don't say we didn't warn
you: these reviews are known to shock with their
unconventionality or intimacy. Some may be startled
by their biting sincerity; others may be spellbound by
their unbridled flights of fantasy. Don't buy this book
if: 1. You don't have nerves of steel. 2. You expect to
get pregnant in the next five minutes. 3. You've
heard it all.
From the author of the New York Times bestselling
Jedi Academy books comes the first in a hilarious
space-themed graphic novel series. Jide and Petra
are just two normal kids until they are selected to
leave Earth and join their new alien classmates on
an intergalactic research mission to Mars. Too bad
Petra has no idea how she ended up in the program,
seeing as the closest she wants to get to space is
being a sci-fi writer. Jide, on the other hand, is the
brains of the mission, but his helicopter parents
make it clear he hasn't left their gravitational pull
behind quite yet. What is meant to be an intraPage 11/19
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species bonding experience soon turns to hijinx as
the kids discover The Potato orbiting around their
new space classroom and accidentally launch a
mission of their own without any adult commanders
around to supervise--or help! From New York Times
bestselling author Jeffery Brown comes an out-ofthis-world adventure perfect for the astronaut-intraining in your life.
Told through comics, journal entries, letters and
doodles, this laugh-out-loud story captures all the fun
and frustrations of school. Roan's one dream is to
leave home and attend Pilot Academy. But instead
he is invited to attend Jedi Academy. Get ready for
an intergalactic adventure!
"Jeffrey Brown is one of the best humorists in
modern American comic book." -- Comic Book Bin
Everyone needs something funny to stick in their
pocket to read on the train, or on a lunch break, or in
line at the DMV. This is that something. Jeffrey
Brown sets aside the sappy sentimentality of his
autobiographical comics to bring you this subtle and
subversive, laugh-out-loud, giant-size, SMALL
collection of gag cartoons.
It's bedtime in the Star Wars galaxy, and Darth
Vader's parenting skills are tested anew in this
delightful follow-up to the breakout New York Times
bestsellers Darth Vader™ and Son and Vader's™ Little
Princess. In this Episode, the Sith Lord must soothe
his rambunctious twins, Luke and Leia—who are not
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ready to sleep and who insist on a story. As Vader
reads, the book looks in on favorite creatures,
droids, and characters, such as Yoda, R2-D2, Han
Solo, Chewbacca, Darth Maul, Admiral Ackbar, Boba
Fett, and many others as they tuck in, yawn, and
settle down to dream. As ever, Jeffrey Brown's
charming illustrations and humor glow throughout,
playing on children's book conventions to enchant
adults and kids alike. © and TM Lucasfilm Ltd. Used
Under Authorization
Still haunted by the death of Anakin Skywalker's
beloved Padmé in Revenge of the Sith, Darth Vader
is tasked with a mission to locate a lost Imperial
expeditionary force—led by the son of Vader's rising
nemesis, Moff Tarkin. But the perils of Vader's
journey into the unexplored Ghost Nebula are
compounded by traitors among his crew and the
presence of the system's religious leader, Lady Saro.
• Collects the five-issue miniseries. • Written by The
Force Unleashed's Haden Blackman! • Art by Rick
Leonardi of Aliens vs. Predator: Three World War!
Jeffrey Brown's beloved reimagining of the Star
Wars universe featuring Darth Vader as a devoted
dad to young Luke and Leia has charmed and
captivated fans of all ages, in books that have
become galactic bestsellers and classics in their own
right. This deluxe gift box set reproduces the first two
books in the series in a large format—perfect for
sharing with young Jedi—that showcases Brown's
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funny, colorful work. The slipcase edition also
includes two unique, frameable art prints created just
for this set as well as custom artwork for the slipcase
box.
Jeffrey Brown's reimagining of the Star Wars
universe has delighted adult fans and young Jedi
alike. This new adult coloring book is equally fun to
share, featuring a careful translation of artwork from
the bestselling Darth Vader and Son™ series to a
large-format collection on crisp white paper, plus
nine new images to color.
Rogue’s frightening new mutant powers keep her at
arms-length from the world, but two strangers offer a
chance to change her life forever, in this exhilarating
Marvel Super Hero adventure Young Rogue’s life is
a mess: she’s on her own, working a terrible diner
job and hiding from everyone. The powers she has
started to develop are terrifying: when your first kiss
almost kills the guy, it’s hard to trust anyone – even
yourself. Then two people arrive in town who could
change her life, and she finally gets a choice: try her
luck with the big-haired billionaire who claims to be
scouting for gifted interns, or trust the rakish Cajun
gambler with the eerie red eyes. But these two
aren’t the only ones interested in a mutant just
coming into her powers. Rogue will have to master
her abilities and decide her own fate – before
someone else does.
Funny Misshapen Body is the story of Jeffrey
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Brown's evolution as a cartoonist, from his youthful
obsession with superhero comics to his
disillusionment with fine art at the School of the Art
Institute of Chicago. Drawn with Brown's scratchy,
spare, trademark style, Funny Misshapen Body
resonates with true-to-life observations on love, fear,
and ambition. Through his bare bones graphic style,
he reveals his most embarrassing personal moments
in raw, intimate detail -- including how he survived
high school, binge drinking, mild drug
experimentation, doomed friendships, and being
diagnosed with Crohn's disease. Ultimately coming
to terms with his art and identity, Brown describes
the ups and downs of his adolescence with
understated simplicity, dark humor, and charm.
A hilarious sci-fi isekai about a guy who just can't
manage to be the villain he wants to be, from the
author of Trapped in a Dating Sim: The World of
Otome Games is Tough for Mobs. In his last life,
Liam lived as a moral, responsible person...but died
deep in debt and betrayed by his wife. Reborn into
the ruling family of a vast interstellar empire, Liam
knows that life is divided into the downtrodden and
the ones who do the stomping, so this time he's
going to take what he wants and live for himself. But
somehow, things refuse to work out that way.
Despite doing his best to become a tyrant, Liam's
decisions lead to nothing but peace and prosperity
for the empire under his rule, and he just gets more
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and more popular!
"Thoroughly engaging and loaded with charm to burn, this
latest work from Brown is a perfect example of how to do
autobiographical comics right. ... this is good stuff that solidly
resonates with a palpable and universal humanity and bears
repeated readings." -- Publishers Weekly "It's essentially an
odds and ends collection, but it reads like a greatest hits."-Playback:STL "Undeleted Scenes should be on the serious
comic book reader's must-buy list."-- Comic Book Bin
"Undeleted Scenes is a fantastic collection of ... some of the
best work of Brown's career. ... the way that Brown gets at
the heart of small details to convey a larger emotional truth is
what makes his comics so compulsively readable."-- Rob
Clough, The Comics Journal Undeleted Scenes presents a
decade's worth of shorter works from indie comics legend
Jeffrey Brown. This huge compendium contains stories from
the previous collections Minisulk, Every Girl Is the End of the
World for Me, and Feeble Attempts, as well as Jeffrey's work
from anthologies such as Kramers Ergot and McSweeney's,
plus rare material from minicomics and elsewhere, including
dozens of pages of never-before-seen material. Spanning
humor, autobiography, and beyond, some of Jeffrey's most
beloved comics are in here _- including the fan-favorite selfparody collection Be A Man! All in all, it's an essential addition
to every comic reader's Jeffrey Brown library.
What if Rey hadn't grown up all alone on dusty planet Jakku,
but instead had a galaxy of friends to play with? New York
Times bestselling author of the Darth Vader and Son series
Jeffrey Brown returns to the Star Wars galaxy with a
collection of brand-new adventures starring young Rey and
Kylo, Finn and Poe, Hux and Phasma, Rose and BB-8—all
under the watch of Luke, General Leia, Han, and Chewie.
Whether it's Kylo trying to use the Force to cheat at Go Fish,
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Poe bowling with BB-8, or Rey lifting rocks to play hide and
seek, Jeffrey Brown's charmingly hilarious vision will delight
Star Wars fans of all ages. © & TM Lucasfilm Ltd. Used
Under Authorization
The celebrated comic artist and graphic novelist explores the
unique joys of living with a cat in this delightful collection.
Featured in McSweeney’s and on NPR’s This American Life,
Jeffrey Brown’s work has always paid tribute to felines as
they curl up on couches and purr on the peripheries of his
autobiographical stories. Cat Getting Out of a Bag follows his
cat Misty—really, any cat—as she goes about her everyday
activities and adventures. In a series of drawings, Brown
perfectly captures the universal charm of cats in a lovely book
sure to please fans and cat lovers of any stripe.
Remember when The Simpsons was the funniest show on
television? The Simpsons is the longest running comedy in
history. Gracing our screens since 1989, with over 600
episodes, the show is a cultural phenomenon. Whilst it is still
drawing huge ratings numbers, there is no argument that
during the 90s the show was at its zenith. No other comedy
has had as big an impact on society. The Simpsons has
influenced the way we communicate with each other. Niche
quotes and references have become the secret handshake of
millions around the world. In the course of this book, we
remember the iconic characters – Hank Scorpio and Lionel
Hutz, Rex Banner and Frank Grimes - and we dissect seminal
episodes such as Cape Feare, Marge Vs the Monorail and
Who Shot Mr. Burns. From celebrity cameos to musical
moments, from hidden jokes to insane trivia, this is the
essential companion to golden age of The Simpsons.
Homer’s Odyssey is a hilarious, intelligent and in-depth
analysis of the greatest show on earth. So grab yourself a
Flaming Moe, settle in to your groove on the couch, and enjoy
our guide to your favourite yellow family.
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What if Darth Vader took an active role in raising his son?
What if "Luke, I am your father" was just a stern
admonishment from an annoyed dad? In this hilarious and
sweet comic reimagining, Darth Vader is a dad like any
other—except with all the baggage of being the Dark Lord of
the Sith. Celebrated artist Jeffrey Brown's delightful
illustrations give classic Star Wars® moments a fresh twist,
presenting the trials and joys of parenting through the lens of
a galaxy far, far away. Life lessons include lightsaber batting
practice, using the Force to raid the cookie jar, Take Your
Child to Work Day on the Death Star ("Er, he looks just like
you, Lord Vader!"), and the special bond shared between any
father and son.
As he's shown in his previous hugely popular books, Jeffrey
Brown has a real gift for finding humor in quirky yet universal
truths. Now the bestselling author of Darth Vader and Son
and Vader's Little Princess brings his witty comic
observations to terrestrial parenting in this perceptive book
celebrating the more surreal moments of raising a child. In
charming colorful panels, Brown wryly illustrates his fiveyearold son's take on the world around him, from watching TV
("Elton John looks pretty in that shirt") to playing with toys
("This truck can survive on very little water") to odd requests
("Don't feel happy at me"), capturing the sweetly weird times
that mothers and fathers everywhere experience with their
own curious, pure-minded kids.
The Boston Red Sox are one of the most storied sports
franchises in North America. Steeped in tradition, they
represent a veritable treasure trove of baseball lore. From the
earliest days of a promising young pitcher named Babe Ruth,
through the glory years of Foxx, Williams, and Yastrzemski, to
the present era of superstars such as Garciaparra and
Martinez, the Red Sox epitomize all that is grand about the
grand old game. Over the years they've been blessed with
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some of the most colorful and engaging characters ever to
don a major league uniform -- Bill "Spaceman" Lee, Dick "Dr.
Strangeglove" Stuart, and Dennis "Oil Can" Boyd, to name
just a few. Tales from the Red Sox Dugout captures the flavor
and atmosphere of the Red Sox dugout. You'll find this book
as irresistible as a sunny afternoon doubleheader at Fenway.
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